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4.0 OBJECTIVES 

This unit deals with the politics of Indian economic policy. India pursued a policy of 
import substituting industrialization (ISI). India would import intennediate products for 
producing finished goods. High customs duties and other non-tariff barriers protected 
the Indian market. India decisively moved towards an export oriented development 
policy after 199 1. This policy tried to promote Indian exports and allowed easier entry 
of foreign products into India. After going through this Unit you should be able to: 

a Describe the import substituting industrial policy in India; 

a Explain how countries benefited due to international trade; 

a Explain why India moved towards export promotion after 199 1 ; 

a Describe the elements of India's liberalization; and 

a Identify the challenges due to India's integration into the global economic order 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Import substituting industrialization (ISI) was adopted by most countries with a colonial 
past. The IS1 strategy depended on the infant industry argument. It was considered 
essential to protect the home market for the Indian industrialists. Without such protection, 
it was felt that Indian industrialization would be destroyed by cheap imports. The 
Government of India had the choice between an export-led route to development by 
encouraging textile exports, and an import substitution route that depended on substituting 

- imports of finished consumer goods with domestic prod~~ction. The Second Five-Year 
Plan gave the verdict in favour of the inward-oriented route. The IS1 model led to the 
development of a vast and diversified industrial and technological base, but it soon ran 
into trouble as the ecol~ornic growth stagnated at the Hindu growth rate of 3.5 percent. 
The lilnitations ofthe IS1 model of development ultimately forced the Indian government Content Digitized by eGyanKosh, IGNOU
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! I # Country Profiles: India to move toward export oriented growth. This unit examines how the efforts of the 
Indian government to overcome the limitations ofthe IS1 strateg led to a shift towards 
export promotion policies, deregulatioii of the econoliiy and the integration of the 
Indian economy with the international economy. The challenges faced by the Indian 
economy are also examined. 

4.2 THE POLITICS OF PROTECTION 

The IS1 strategy adopted since the Second Five Year Plan was intended to protect the 
home market with high customs duties for finished products. An overvalued exchange 
rate made imports cheap but exports expensive. For example, let us assume that the 
market driven exchange rate is Rs. 50 = $ 1, but India artificially kept the Rupee 
overvalued at Rs. 10 = $ 1. Then a machine costing $ 100 would be worth Rs. 50001 
- in the first case, but only Rs. 10001- in the second case. Case 2 with an overvalued 
Rupee with respect to the dollar would yield a cheaper machine than Case 1, where 
the Rupee was valued at the market determined rate. Imports of capital goods such 
as heavy machinery used in factories were necessary for import substitution, since 
India could not produce these goods. These imports benefited from the overvalued 
exchange rate. Import licensi~ig was used to check the rush of cheap imports, except 
where imports were absolutely necessary for import substitution. 

Private industry was controlled through industrial licensing. In certain sectors, only 
those industrialists who had licenses could produce goods. For example, if an 
industrial house had a license for making cars, only it could manufacture the car. 
Others had to secure a separate license to manufacture a car. Moreover, multinational 
corporations headquartered in foreign countries were discol~raged from setting 
operations in India. 

This system led to a situation that promoted bribes and corruption, which is also called 
rent seeking. With government regulations in opposition to market forces, firms incurred 
substantial costs to gain government favours. For example, if an industrialist wanted 
to import a machine, he or she needed a license. If the industrialist needed to 
manufacture something, once again he or she had to secure a license. All these licenses 
could easily be obtained by doing favours for political parties, politicians or government 
servants. The same exwnditure could have been used to make the finished product 
better or cheaper. The )Indian economy was frittering away substantial sums in the 
form of rents when such expenditure on productive investment could have made 
Indian goods competitive in the world market. Allocating resources to determine the 
size of the license involved making trips to New Delhi, locating an office there, and 
bribing officials. According to one study, the total value of rents generated in India 
from public investment, imports, controlled commodities, credit rationing and the railways 
in 1964 was estimated to be nearly Rs. 15,000 mil lion. 

Private sector firms benefited from government involvement through regulations. The 
public sector would produce cheap inputs for the Indian private sector, which were 
subsidized by the government. Ifthe public sector did not produce these inputs, they 
could be cheaply imported with the help of import licenses in the context of an overvalued 
Rupee. Private sector firms were funded largely by the government's financial 
:..sritutions such as the Industrial Finance Corporation of India. Sometimes influential 
industrial houses prodpced more than their licensed capacity, something that the 
regulators would simplyloverlook.~ll this involved rents from industrialists to politicians 
and govern~nent officials. 

Democracy and elections in India made politicians dependent on funds from domestic 
and foreign corporations. This produced a need-based relationship between the 
politician, the bureaucrat, and the industrialist. Government support for election funds 
is very limited. Even though political parties started filing tax returns since 1996, the 
amounts reported were conspicuously low. Since the 1980s, public sector and defence 
equipment deals have become a major source of election finance. In recent times, Content Digitized by eGyanKosh, IGNOU
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portfolios such as defence and areas of privatization such as telecommunications have 
becoine important sources for generating a party's resources. 

Corr~iption promoting import-substituting industrialization (1%) negatively affected Indian 
productivity and competitiveness. Astudy found that the degree of clout of labour and 
industry in a particular sector played an important role in determining the degree of 
protection in that sector. The government subsidized bankrupt industrial units, which 
would never make profits. According to one study 17 out of 23 bankrupt industrial 
units were kept artificially alive through subsidized credit sanctioi~ed by the Board of 
Industrial and Financial Reconstruction. All this contributed to a decline in India's 
productivity. Indian goods were expensive and of low quality by world standards. 
India's share of the manufacturing exports of all developing countries came down 
from 22.1 percent in 1962 to 3.4 percent in 1990. It's share in the manufacturing 
exports of the world was 0.54 percent in 1991 compared with 0.84 percent in 1962. 

In 1980, low rates of economic growth, the loss of an election, and Chinese success 
with trade convinced Prime Minister Indira Gandhi of the need to promote exports. 
Various committees of the Government of India had also pointed the need for increased 
exports for financing India's development. But business interests still pursued ISI. 
'The Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI), the leading 
industry organization, sought reduction in the duty on intermediate goods such as 
newsprint, cement, and caustic soda, but was not prepared to take on 100% export 
oriented units (EOUs) in the newly established free trade zones. It was tough to 
convert industry from manufacturers of low quality products for home consumption, 
to manufacturers of internationally acknowledged brands. 

Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi sought to fight government controls after coming to power 
in 1984. His reform efforts met with marginal success because of strong political 
opposition. However, a substantial section of bureaucracy and politicians became 
convinced ofthe need for policy change. Rajiv Gandhi had brought in Montek Ahluwalia 
from the World Bank into the Prime Minister's Off~ce (PMO). In June 1990, Ahluwalia 
circulated a paper arguing in favour of customs duty reduction, freer entry of foreign 
investment, and, a variety of measures that would increase the competitiveness of 
lndian exports and improve the conditions for Indian consumers. India had to find a 
way of overcoming political obstacles in the way of policy change. 

4.3 DEVELOPMENT THROUGH GLOBAL TRADE 

East Asian countries, which were more backward than India in 1947, were growing 
faster than India and improving the quality of life of their citizens by participating in 
international trade. South Korea and Taiwan, which were relatively small countries, 
were among the first countries in East Asia that gave up import substitution and adopt 
trade promotion policies. Unlike India, they had no large internal markets to exploit, 
and were therefore heavily dependent on foreign markets for selling their products. 
South Korea followed the Japanese way of promoting large corporations, which 
strengthened international trade. Taiwan promoted smaller enterprises. Both 
nevertheless became heavily dependent on trade and grew at phenomenal rates. 
Whereas India was growing at about 3.5 percent per annum in the 1970s, these countries 
registered a growth rate of over 7 percent per annum. 

China was the biggest surprise. China and the Soviet Union were two communist 
countries whose development policy was premised on opposition to trade, especially 
with tlie capitalist world. All this changed for China towards the end of the 1970s. 
China realized that it had lost tlie decade of the 1970s that Taiwan and South Korea 
had harnessed to promote its exports. Thereafter, Chinese policy too turned global. It 
began to attract massive inflows of export oriented foreign investment and began to 
export low technology commodities to Western markets. This development orientation 
Iias given China growth rates over 7% over a long period and a substantial trade 
surplus with the US. 
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Country Profiles: India The collapse of the USSR in 1991 and the debt crisis in Latin America in the 1980s lent 
further support to global trade as a viable route to development. The Soviet Union, which 
was the only country that covld challenge the US militarily, had provided strong legitimacy 
to the IS1 as a model of development. The decline and collapse of the Soviet Union 
because of the serious economic problems that it faced in the 1980s weakened the appeal 
of the IS1 model. Latin American countries which had followed different versions of the 
policy of import substitution were confronted with high level of inflation and sometimes 
with balance of payments crises. With the appeal of the IS1 model already weakened and 
with the IMF putting pressure on these countries to open up their economies, many Latin 
American countries increased their trade orientation. 

4.4 INDIA TURNS GLOBAL 

In 1991, India moved away from IS1 towards trade-led growth (TLG) when the executive 
used the balance of payments crisis of 1991 to push trade oriented policy reforms. Prime 
Minister P. V. Narasimha Rao and Finance Minister (Dr.) Manmohan Singh ofthe Congress 
Party carved out the political and economic strategy for the transition. 

Prime Minister Rao and Dr. Singh radically changed India's trade, industrial and financial 
policies at a time when industry's opposition to liberalization was minimal. The GulPWar 
had led to a temporary rise in the price of oil. The government's spending was in far in 
excess of what it could afford. Largely as result of the combination ofthese factors, India 
was faced with a foreign exchange crunch. In the early 1990s, India had resources only 
for about two weeks of imports. 

Indian industry could not pursue import substitution without imports. They needed the 
International Monetary Fund's resources to fund the import of intermediate goods 
essential for'1~1. They also underestimated the threat from foreign corporations and 
overestimated the benefits of deregulation of industrial licensing. The result was 
overwhelming support for liberalization by Indian industry between 1991 and 1993. 
Industry's opposition to the entry of multinationals and the dernand for a "level playing 
field" was articulated only in 1993, by which time important trade promoting policy changes 
had already been initiated. Trade unions successfully opposed the IMF inspired policy 
related to the easy firing of inefficient workers, which is the key for industrial restructuring. 
They did not oppose the liberalization of imports or the entry of multinationals, or the 
del icensi~ig of industry. 

The pro-trade executive exploited this window ofopportunity to rise above the politics of 
IS1 mentioned above. Dr. Singh's budget speech of 1991 clearly laid out the problem of 
the low productivity of investments leading to unsustainable deficits in the Government's 
budget and in the trade account. While Dr. Singh handled the economic management, 
Prime Minister Rao deftly handled the political situation. Under their stewardship, India 
witnessed significant customs duty reduction, the encouragement of investment from 
foreign firms and individuals, industrial delicensing, devaluation ofthe Rupee, and, the full 
convertibility of the Rupee on the current account. 

The pro-trade orientation was continued by the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) which 
une to power in 1996. As the cadres of the RSS, the apolitical ideological heart of the 

BID were the famous proponents of the "swadeshi" or the self-reliance driven doctrine 
of economic management, many thought that the pro-trade orientation would end. The 
budget of 1998 which wag a mild retreat towards IS1 confirmed their fears. However, 
Prime Minister Atal BihariVajpayee and Finance Minister Yashwant Sinha portrayed the 
liberal face of BJP, against the more self-reliance oriented groups within the RSS and the 
Swadeshi Jagran Manch. They sustained the momentum of economic liberalization. 

The BJP's losing elections in three states in the aftermath of the nuclear bomb blast, and 
the budget of 1998, was a setback for the supporters ofISI. Jaswant Singh's ascendance 
to the position of Foreign Minister was a clear assertion of Prime Minister Vajpayee's 
liberal outlook. Yashwant Sinha became convinced about the need for a trade-oriented Content Digitized by eGyanKosh, IGNOU
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regime after tlle political setback of 1998. Finance Minister Jaswant Singh's Budget 
for 2003/04 maintained the pro-trade orientation. The major policy achievements of 
the BJP included the removal of all quantitative restrictions, deregulation of the insurance 
and telccoin sectors, reduction in import duty, and, the initiation of public sector 
disinvestment. 

Check Your Progress 1 

Note: i )  Use the space below for your answers. 

ii) Check your progress with the model answers given at the end of the unit. 

1 ) Deseri be import substituting industrialization in India. 

2) How did IS1 hurt India's competitiveness? ........................................................................................................................... 
3) How did Indian economy get integraied witli ihe global economy'? 

4.5 LIBERALIZATION 
India's economic policy was substantiaIly liberalized after 1991. Liberalization implies 
a reductiou in government intervention and free play of market forces at tlie national 
and international level. This section briefly describes changes witli respect to industrial 
policy, tariff reduction, the removal of quantitative restriction, and full convertibility of 
the Rupee on tlie current account. India has made fairly liberal co~nmitmeiits in e- 
commerce and services. 'The foreign investment regime governing foreign direct 
investment, portfolio investment, and venture capital was liberalized to attract foreign 
capital. 

Inrlusfrirrl Licensing 

?'lie policy-makers killed a number of bribing opportunities by abolishing .industrial 
licensing. Ind~~strial licensing had ensured that the government will decide wh'ich Indian 
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Country Profiles: India company will produce how much of a good for the large Indian domestic market. The 
domestic producer had an interest in obtaining licenses and increasing capacity, both 
of which were possible by obliging government officials and politicians. Innovation 
and efficiency was not the hallmark of Indian manufacturing industry, as rents to 
officials and politicians easily helped them secure advantages in the Indian market. 

Tarifis, Qerrotas and Rupee Convertibility 

India's abolishing all quantitative restrictions (QRs) two years ahead of the World 
Trade Organization" schedule on March 3 1, 2001, is a significant event in India's 
trade policy. Quantitative restrictions restrict trade with a certain country to a certain 
quantity, no matter what the demand may be. If India has quantitative restrictions that 
limit the quantity of imports of the pho;ocopy machines from Japan to 1000, then 
Indians can buy only up to 1000 photocopy machines from Japan. The US had 
successfully challenged India's QRs in the WTOYs dispute settlement proceedings on 
the grounds that India could no longer maintain them on balance of payments grounds. 
India lost the case in December 1998, and used international commitments to pursue 
domestic reform. The removal of QRs will boost retail trade in India. A. T. Kearney 
estimated that organized retailing will be a $37 billion market in India. 

Indian tariffs were reduced drastically. Industrialists depended on high customs duties 
to protect themselves against the low productivity and quality of Indian products. The 
simple average tariff came down from 125 percent in 199011991 to 35 percent in 
199711998. The import-weighted tariff over the same period came down from 87 
percent to 30 percent. India has entered the Information Technology Agreement that 
will bring down Indian tariffs on information technology goods to zero by 2005. 

India entered into a textile agreement with the US and the EU in 1995. It removed 
fibres, yarns and industrial fabrics from the restricted list. Most textile exports of the 
US and the EU would gain free entry into India by 2005. In return, the US agreed to 
provide increased market access and a total phase out of quotas by 2005. The EU 
agreed to remove all restrictions on Indian handloom products, increase its quota by 
Rs. 3 billion, and completely phase out quotas by 2004. 

Foreign exchange controls were relaxed. After 199 1, the Rupee was steadily allowed 
to become fully convertible on all current account transactions by 1994. The market 
now largely determines the Rupee - Dollar exchange rate. Earlier, Indian industrialists 
had depended on an overvalued exchange rate, which made intermediate goods imports 
cheap but excessively dependent on import licenses and foreign exchange granted by 
the GOI. After 1994, the largely market determined exchange rate of the Rupee 
made imports expensive and exports cheap. The devaluation of the exchange rate 
increased the competitiveness of Indian exports. 

Investment by a foreign company in India can lead to jobs, access to technology, and, 
better products. Low US interest rates in the 1990s saw the average FDI to emerging 
markets more than double from 1985 - 1990 ($ 142 billion per year) to 1996 ($350 
billion). FDI began to trickle into India following a shift in the government towards , 
foreign investment in the 1990s. The Foreign Exchange Regulation Act (1973) was 

' 

amended to liberalize foreign investment in India. Automatic approval of foreign equity 
up to 5 1 percent is granted in 48 sectors. Foreign equity up to 74 per cent is allowed in 
many sectors and 100% foreign equity is allowed in some infrastructure areas such as 
ports and roads. Insurance sector, banking, telecommunications, and civil aviation 
have been opened i ~ p  for foreign investment. India has signed bilateral treaties with 
countries like the UK, France, Germany and Malaysia, as well as a double taxation 
treaty with the US. It has became a member of the World Bank's Multilateral 
Investment Guarantee Agency from 1992. 

Finance Minister Yashwant Sinha liberalized the taxation of venture capital funds with 
a view to establishing the Silicon Valley connection. Incubators, which are mostly 
non-profit entities, provide finance and infrastructure support to young entrepreneurs Content Digitized by eGyanKosh, IGNOU
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at an early stage of commercial development. Venture Capital Funds do not need 
SEBI approval after the 200 1 budget. 

India's rising competitiveness in the software sector has resulted in the si~nplification 
of procedures regarding Indian companies accessing foreign funds, and the acquisition 
of foreign assets. The GO1 has granted permission to Indian firms to freely raise 
resources via American Depository Receipts and Global Depository Receipts. These 
firms may spend up to 50 percent ofthe resources raised to acquire overseas companies. 

The pol icy for portfolio investment has been liberalized. Portfolio investment relates 

I to the hivestment of fund managers in rich countries who invest the savings of rich 
country citizens all over the world to earn the highest returns. Before 2000, foreign 

L 
1 

i~istitutional investors (Flls) were allowed to invest up to 24 percent of the equity of an 
Indiaii company. This could be increased to 30 percent subject to the approval of a 
company's board of directors and the passage of a resolution at the company's general 
meeting. The Union Budget of2001 kept the equity limit for portfolio investment at 40 
percent. subject to the approval of a company's board of directors. 

In September 2001, the Reserve Bank raised the equity limit for foreign institutional 
investors in a sector to tlie equity limit permitted for foreign direct investment in that 
sector. Any participation in a company's equity above 24 percent will require the 
company board's approval. This implies that FIIs can theoretically invest up to 100 per 
cent equity in companies in sectors like power, oil, pharmaceuticals, software and 
hotels. 

4.6 THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF INDIA'S 
LIBERALIZATION 

Benefiting from the industrial and technological base created by the IS1, the economic 
reform programnles which opened up and integrated the Indian economy with the 
international economy have placed India on the fast track to becoming an important 
economic force. The results of India's liberalization have been impressive. India has 
recorded one of the fastest growth rates (annual growth rate of 6 per cent per annum) 
in the world between 1993 and 2000. Inflation was been controlled below the 5 percent 
level. At the decade's end, India's foreign exchange reserves were approximately $ 
40 billion and could cover nine months of imports. This was sufficient to weather a 
Gulf War type oil price hike without panic. 

India emerged as a major software pr~ducer and one ofthe world's leading outsourcing 
locations. Foreign firms took advantage of the cheap availability of highly skilled 
manpower to carry out advanced research and development activities in India. India's 
exports of gems and jewellery grew more rapidly in the 1990s than in the 1980s. Gems 
and jewellery maintained its pre-eminent status in India's export basket. 

Table I :  Foreign Investment in India 

(Net inflows in US $ billions) 

- .  - 
Investment 
Direct 0.073 0.276 0.550 0.973 2.143 2.426 3.577 2.634 2.168 2.315 
Portfolio 0.004 0.283 1.369 5..491 1.590 3.598 2.555 -0.601 2.317 1.619 
(equ  it^ 
s e c u r ~ r ; ~ ~ ~  
Total 0.774 0.559 1.919 6.464 3.733 6.02 6.132 2.033 4.485 3.924 

Foreign investment resporded to tlie liberalized regime. The total stock of foreign 
investment was mu,. , i, oillion in 1990. In 199711998 fz'=;.;ipn investment inflows at $ 
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Country Profiles: jadia 6.1 billion could finance a substantial proportion of India's $6.5 billion foreign exchange 
deficit. In the early 1 990s, tlie inflows were largely from portfolio investment. Foreign 
direct investment picked up after 1995. When portfolio investment dried up in tlie aftermath 
cf the East Asian c! isis, foreign direct investment had picked up. Portfolio investment 
picked up again from 1999. 

India's success pales in co~nparison with East Asia's ability to attract foreign capital. In 
1996, developing co~ui~ries received $ 130 billion worth of foreign investment. Of this, 
China received $42 billioii. FDl inflows accounted for about 25 percent of China's gross 
capital formation. By comparison India's inflows of $ 2  to 3 billion per year accounted for 
less than 5 percent of India's domestic capital formation. Moreover, actual inflows in 
India have been about 20 percent of the approvals. 

Despite that fact that the FDI inflow is relatively low and that the country's share in the 
inter~iational trade is relatively small, Indian economy is on the rise. Indian eco~iomy is 
already the fourth largest economy in the world today. Its growtli rates are among the 
second and third fastest in the world. particularly in the fields of IT, telecommunications 
and business process outsourcing. A Goldman Saclis report ('Dreaming witli BRIC7s: 
The Path to 2050') states that among Brazil, Russia, India an3 China, India will grow the 
Ihstest over the next ?O to 50 years by leveraging its demographic advantages and through 
co~ltinued development. At its present rates of growth, the burgeoning market in the 
country "would be adding nearly one France every 3.5 years and olle Australia every 
year". 

CHALLENGES FOR LIBERALIZATION 

4.9.1 Internal challenges 

Major domestic challenges to 1iber;ilization still remain. Trade and competitiveness 
depend on die quality of physical infrastructure in the form of roads, ports and power. 
India is deficient in all these. Labour laws in India have negatively affected tlie 
manufacturing sector. I~dia ' s  fiscal deficit and the conseqt~ent impact on interest rates 
can have a deleterious effect 011 investment in infrastructure and other areas. India's 
states have become far Inore unequal in econoniic terms in the 1990s than they were in 
the 1980s. 

Compcliliveness in Manifncturing 

Markets need to be well connected in order to reap tlie benefits of greater market 
orientation. India:(. rouds, ports, rrlrtl airl~orts  are in dire need of expansion and 
LI pgradat ion. 

Second, the manufacturing sector suffers from the poor quality and quantity of electricity 
gzneration. India needs to increasepower g~neration to 1 niillion megawatts. Frustrated 
with the government's electricity generation, India's large industrial houses are generating 
their o\vn 1;eeds. There is rampant theft and virtually free electricity, which is being paid 
for by the government out of the taxpayer's pocket. This adversely affects the quality 
a~ld quantity of power generation for tllose t l ia~ are willing to pay. The case for reducing 
political intervention in power generation and distribution by enforcing a powerful and 
benevole~it independent regulator is a strong one. 

'I'llird, India's labour !awl$ make it very tough to fire anyone in the organizcd sector. 
Trade  ini ions in India represent approximately 8.5 percent of India's skilled workers. 
Over 90 percent of the wbrk force in the unorganized sector has no job security. Job 
security increases witli a firm's size. The liberalization programme since 1991 has not 
been able to makt: a dent on job security oftlie privileged few. Low labour productivity in 
manufacturing sector due to the excessive job security for a minority of workers, has 
adversely affected domestic and foreign investment in export oriented manufacturing 
",>-t..". Content Digitized by eGyanKosh, IGNOU
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r 
The con~hinc~dj.~cul depcit of the Centre and tlie states at about 10 to 11  percent of 
GDP is cause for alarm. The fiscal deficit is government revenue plus capital grants 
minus government expenditure. The deficit has been rising steadily since 1992193. 
'This can generate a vicioi~s cycle of rising debt, increased interests payments, and a 
fall in the growth of development expenditure in areas like health, education and 
infrastructure. Lack of government expenditure on physical and human resources will 

b hurt India's conipetitiveness adversely. 

Regional Ztzequality 

I Economic liberalization has provided the freedom to states within the Indian union to 
seek developmental resources on their own. Tlie Centre's role as tlie provider of 

I resources to the states declined, and states began competing for private investment. 

I k3etter-governed states such as Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Maharaslitra 
and Chirat could succeed in attracting more investment. What will happen to those like 
Bihar and Uttar Pradesh, which are not governed well and may therefore not lure 
investment in an era of liberalization? 

Tlie ability of states to lure private capital has increased the disparity among the 
performing and non-performing states. I11 tlie 1980s, tlie fastest growing state was 
growing about twice as fast as the slowest growing state. In the 1990s, the backward 
state of Bihar grew at 2.7 per cent per annum compared with Gujarat's 9.6 percent. If 
we consider per capita growth rates, the disparities are even more pronounced. Among 
the backward states, Madhya Pradesh and Rajastlian were able to grow at a rate 
higher than 6 per cent per annum in the 1990s. The challenge for economic liberalization 
is to improve the lot of tlie worst governed states like Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, so that 
inequality does not breed enmity among states. 

4.7.2 External challenges 

(flndia's liberalization has to succeed it needs to access foreign markets. Industrialized 
countries are practicing protectionism, fearing tlie cheap labour advantage of exports 
from developing cou~itries. The World Trade Organization has assured the liberalization 
oftextile trade, but industrialized countries have not shown signs of liberalizing market 
access. Second, labour and environmental standards are emerging as the new non- 
tariff barriers to trade. If import liberalization in India is not matched with access to the 
markets of foreign countries, this may be a setback for India's trade and further 
liberalization. 

Textiles , 

The Multifibre Agreement is one of tlie niost blatant double standards in international 
trade. It discriminates between countries, and quotas distort trade to a much greater 
extent than tariffs. Moreover, quoias are less transparent than tariffs in terms of the 
impact of distortions. The US and tlie EU accounted for 73% of India's total garment 
and textile exports. A study found that the US was more restrictive towards garment 
exports from India than the EU. For the US as a whole, the level of protection in 1999 
was greater than 1993. The same was true for the EU as well. 

Trade and Labor 

India's objection that the Iiiternational Labour Organization rather than the World Trade 
Organization should deal with labour standards is a very strong case. India worries 
that labour standards could become another lion-tariff barrier to trade. Rich countries 
argue that poor countries have lower wages and work conditions. This hurts better- 
paid workers in rich countries. They also argue that workers have right to certain 
mininium standards of livelihood. 

Professor Paul Krugman, has argued persuasively, that trade has a positive impact on 
incomes. Industrialized countries should let rising incomes follow trade rather than 
force developing countries to ensure high incomes and workconditions before allowing 
developing countries to trade. The logic of Krugman's argument suggests that low 
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Country Profiles: India wages can facilitate international competitivelless in a particular sector. When this 
comparative advantage generates exports and improves pluductivity, it will have a positive 
impact on the wage rate of the poor low wage country. 

Poorer countries like India can build their comparative advantage through a low wage 
rate. However, the phendmenon of a Ion wage-rate will be short-lived, as export-promotion 
would lead to a rise in the wages of the poorer country, 'This argument is supported by the 
success stories in East Asian countries like South Korea and Taiwan. Dictatorial regimes 
in these countries. which worked closely with industry and repressed labour rights, could 
not stop the rise in  wages, after these countries participated in export-oriented trade and 
enhanced their productivity. These economic ideas do have a place in the US policy set 
up. However, if special interest groups like labour unions in the US and Europe hijack 
policy for the sake of prdtecting 3 , , P i i ~  jobs, this will be to the detriment of both developed 
and developing countries. 

Labour rights, especially the rights of women and children demand greater investment in 
human capital formation through better health and education. The clamour for trade 
restrictions in the name of labour rights wil I increase the cost of goods in the US, and lead 
to unemployment in developing countries like India. 

Trade and Environment 

India has objected that ecological standards may become a non-tariff barrier to trade. 
The benefits from trade liberalization may not be realized if special interests in the US try 
to hide behind turtle excluder devices in order to check shrimp exports from India into the 
US. Equipment used for catching shrimps in the Bay of Bengal was thought to be 
endangering turtles. Since, the life of turtles in the Bay of Bengal was dear to the US it 
has checked shrimp imports from India. Indian shrimp exporters argue that the US is 
citing ecological considerations only to protect its domestic shrimp industry. Ifenvironmental 
considerations have to play their legitimate role in trade, rather than just being a protectionist 
measure, it must be de-linked from the WTO. A purely scientific Global Environmental 
Organization could pursue the objective of enlightening the world about the real 
enviro~l~nental problems facing trade. 

Check Your Progress 2 

Note: i) Use the space below for your answers. 

ii) Check your progress with the model answers given at the end of the unit. 

1) What policy changes were effected in the area of foreign investment, portfolio 
investment and venture capital? 

........................... i .............................................................................................. 

2) How is the lack of infrastructure hurting India's competitiveness? 
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4.8 LET US SUM UP 
India in the Global 

Economic Order 

India's opting for inlport si~bstiti~ting industrialization provided the opportunity to the 
politician, the businessman and the government official, to benefit from a regime of 
government controls in tlie context of a closed economy. Government controls prompted 

I 
the businessmen to benefit from monopoly positions within a protected market, in return 
for favours to the politician. The system generated a bias in favour of the status quo. 

! While India was operating within a closed economy, many countries of East Asia 
including South Korea, Taiwan, and China, among others, were promoting exports and 
growing rapidly. Subsequently the Soviet Union also collapsed and so did many import 
si~bstituting regimes in Latin America. 

Liberalization became possible in 1991 when Prime Minister Rao and Dr. Manmohan 
Singh used the balance of payments crisis to overcome the political obstacles to 

t 
increasing India's market orientation. Robust growth, low inflation, and good export 

I performance followed liberalization. Sectors like software services, IT enabled 
services, gems and jewellery, and research and development services received a boost. 
There was substantial improvement in foreign investment inflows compared with 
the past. 

The bad news is that many domestic impedi~nents to productivity and competitiveness 
remain. India's physical infrastructure is in a poor condition. Privatization of public 
sector i111it.s is faced with internal bureaucratic and political fights between a pro-liberal 
executive and rent seekers who favour tlie status quo. India's fiscal deficit is alarmingly 
high. Liberalization has left much of the developmental initiatives with the states. This 
has resulted in rising disparities among states, a phenomenon that does not augur well 
for national integration. 

If India liberalizes but the external environment becomes illiberal, this will inspire 
protectionism and controls in India. Quantitative restrictions continue to protect textile 
trade despite tlie World Trade Organization. If the liberalization of textiles and other 
commodities of interest to developing coi~ntries are accompanied with non-tariff barriers 

I such as labour and environmental standards, then the economic arguments in favor of 
gains from trade become less convincing. Developing countries like India need an 
open trading regime in which the world's most important traders need to practice what 
they preach! India's best external environment is a strengthened multilateral and rule 
boi~nd system, that leaves little incentive for protectionism. 
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4.10 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR 
PROGRESS EXERCISES 

Check Your Progress 1 

1) The IS1 strategy aimed at substituting imports of finished goods with domestic 
product. This was intended to protect and strengthen domestic industry. It involved 
the protection of the doniestic market with high customs duties and control of 
private induqtrv through licensing. Content Digitized by eGyanKosh, IGNOU
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2) As government regulations were at variance with market forces, industrial firms 
incurred heavy costs to gain government favours. With the rise in election expenses 
of politicians a need based relationship between the politician, the bureaucrat and 
the industrialist emerged. Corruption became rampant. 

3) The Narasimha Raa goveriiment utilized.the foreign exchange crisis that gripped 
the country to initiate ref'brqs. The industry in want of imports could not resist the 
liberalization programme as it overestimated the benefits of deregulation and 
underestimated the threat froin foreign corporations. The bade unions also did not 
oppose the liberalization of imports or entry of multinationals. 

Check Your Progress 2 

1) The Foreign Exchange Regulation Act of 1973 was amended to allow automatic 
approval of foreign equity up to 51 percent in 48 sectors and up to 100 percent 
foreign equity was allowed in infrastructure areas such as ports and roads. Similarly, 
taxation and approvals for venture capital was liberalized. Portfolio investment was 
also liberalized by allowing FII's to first invest up to 24 percent of the equity and up 
to 30 percent later. These are however, subject to approval of company boards. 

2) Industries need transportation and communication infrastructure to expand the 
markets. They also need energy resources. It is in these sectors that there is a dire 
need for expansion of capacity, upgradation oftechnology through minimal political 
intervention and establishment of independent regulatory authorities. 
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